How to Order from LBLC
Ordering dye-sublimated apparel is a new experience for many of our
customers. Follow these steps to design & order your custom sports uniforms
& apparel through LBLC.

1. CHOOSE YOUR PRODUCTS
Choose your gear from our selection of dye-sublimated products. We
specialize in men's & women's lacrosse uniforms, but we are constantly
updating and adding new sports uniforms & apparel to our line.

2. REQUEST A QUOTE
After you have chosen your products, we will need to determine the estimated
quantities for the order. We have many options & package deals to meet your
exact needs. You will receive a bid with estimated cost for your order.

3. DESIGN YOUR ARTWORK
LBLC offers two main methods to create the artwork for your designs. These
are through our template designs or the custom artwork
process. Contact about the details & price differences between these 2
options.
Already have camera ready vector artwork? Submit your completed designs
with no charge.

4. SUBMIT YOUR ORDER & DEPOSIT
After you artwork is approved we will ask you to submit a LBLC workbook with
your order details (quantities, numbers, & sizes), shipping information, &
method of payment. You will receive an electronic invoice for you order that
can be paid for by credit card, bank transfer, or e-check. We require a 60 %
deposit to begin production on all orders

5. FINAL APPROVAL
After we receive your deposit, you will be sent an image of a print proof from
our production facility. This proof will contain the exact colors & design layout
of your order. We require our customers to approve for final production.

6. RECEIVE YOUR ORDER
The final step is to pay your remaining balance in full. At this point, your order
will be ready for pick-up or delivery.

